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GOD’S WILL AND OTHER IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 
By Tom Cowan 

 
(SHOW TITLE SLIDE 01 as Tom walks up) Is there an area in your life right now in 

which you are asking/seeking to know God’s will – what direction to take -- then you 
have come on the right morning. 

 

A good number of years ago – I was an adjunct lecturer at one of the Capernway Bible 

schools here on the west coast – it was exciting to have 90-100 people – mostly young 

adults – interested to spend a year studying the Scriptures.  Teaching the Bible for an 

entire week was great fun!  

Usually somewhere in the week of lectures – I did a Q and A session – and inevitably I 
ended up in a discussion about finding God’s will for our lives and what that means.  

Questions came up such as –  

Does God have one person picked out for me to marry – if so, how do I find them - and 
will I have a successful Christian marriage only if I find this person?  How might God 

lead me to that one right person? What if I marry the wrong person?  I once heard that 

as the excuse for getting a divorce.  Is there only one job or career I have to find to fully 

know God’s will? What if I end up in the wrong job?  

 

The problem with this line of reasoning/thinking is that it assumes that God’s will is 

like a life-itinerary drawn up by a travel agent – but if you miss just one of the vital 
connections – and have to get a later plane – or get on the wrong bus – misread a sign 

– miss a connection - you are on the spiritual shelf – you are sentenced to live like 

some second rate Christian – never getting God’s best.   
Or -- Is God’s will like being given a single bullet for a rifle – you get just one bullet to 

fire for your entire life – and you have to hit the bull’s-eye first time. No second shots.    

 
I will be honest with you - I simply do not believe that kind of thinking about God’s will 

– my struggle starts right at the beginning of the question.  You will see why in a 

moment.  

 
1 Thess 4:  

1. Finally, brothers, we instructed you how to live in order to please God, as in fact you 

are living. Now we ask you and urge you in the Lord Jesus to do this more and more. 
 2  For you know what instructions we gave you by the authority of the Lord Jesus. 

 3  This is God's will --- that you should be sanctified: 
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In the Bible – truth is always connected to ethics – orthodoxy which means – believing 

right - is always related to orthopraxy – which means living right.  It seems that we are 

often afraid to state that – we are afraid of being branded as legalists by other people 
– we are afraid of legalism in our own spirit.  Absolutes are not popular today.  

 

Paul is not afraid – he is neither afraid of pharisaic legalism nor does he drift into 

careless license.   Instead he stands firmly on the ground that Christian living is neither 

vague or mysterious – it is solid where it must be  – and gracious and flexible where it 

needs to be.  It is not afraid of its muscles – and it also has heart.    
He calls for us to recognize and resist the spirit of the world in that form that the 

world-spirit takes in each and every generation.    

 

So Paul says - This is God’s will for you – and we stop right there – almost always we 
take an unbiblical digression in our minds.  We assume that God’s will always means 

direction – having divine clarity about the route we have to take.  

 
We need to be clear – when the New Testament talks about God’s will in our lives – it is 

not primarily talking about direction – it is not giving us instructions about how to find 

a spouse or where to live or anything else. It is talking primarily about character – 
Nowhere in the New Testament is there a command or instruction to find God’s will in 

terms of direction.  

 

Some of you may be thinking – are we not supposed to be led by the spirit – yes – but 
the 2 occasions this phrase is used refer to resisting sinful impulses that press upon us 

– not for decision-making. When we ask about God’ will -- thinking about it in terms of 

guidance/direction – we are actually asking a different question –- – HOW DO I MAKE 
GODLY DECISIONS IN MY LIFE?  

 

Let me take a brief moment and detour you through that question with some 
headings -  This is just an outline – needs to be fleshed out in much greater detail. This 

is not a check-list – but a process we can walk through in our lives.  Then we will come 

back to the main issue in the passage.   

 
So - How do we make godly decisions?  6 things to consider.  

(SHOW SLIDE 02) 1 – Godly decisions (which means good decisions) always lie 

within the truth of the Scriptures.  God does not – cannot lead us into something 
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which is outside the parameters of his truth.  By the way – it is usually inadequate just 

to open the Bible and look for a verse – any verse – to guide us - the Bible is not like 

some genie in some magic bottle which we rub.  The primary purpose in reading the 

scriptures is to develop and cultivate a Christian mind – and it is that mind formed by 
the Scriptures that helps us to choose wisely.  

 

At some risk of upsetting some of you – those little box of promise cards – used to be 

popular – pick one for the day – could I gently suggest you discard them – they are 

verses without context – The use of these promise boxes – or just flipping open the 

Bible and pointing to a verse to lead us is suspect at best.  Instead read whole books – 
read a chapter of Proverbs each day through each month -  that will help you to know 

the wisdom of God.  

 

(SHOW SLIDE 03) 2 – we pray – we ask for wisdom.   
James 1:5  If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives generously 

to all without finding fault, and it will be given to him. 

 
When it says in James that we ask and pray for wisdom – that does not mean direction 

– once again it means the character of Christ.   

 
 

(SHOW SLIDE 04) 3 – we get Christian counsel.   

We ask older and wiser Christian friends – we invite them to speak into our lives when 

we are at a crossroads – and have a critical decision to make.  Ask for people to 
covenant to pray with you about a decision you face – so that the decision you make 

will move you towards the character of Christ in you. They are not deciding for us – but 

we ask for their advice – we need to listen to them.  
 

(SHOW SLIDE 05) 4 – we look honestly at the gifts and abilities we have – what 

God has given to us – how does he want us to use them.  More than likely – God will 
work with the personality and gifts we have because He gave them to us.  

 

(SHOW SLIDE 06) 5 – we look at the circumstances we are in or we are faced with.  

Circumstances are not above God’s word – they are always beneath God’s truth. 
Circumstances do not violate or negate God’s truth in some way.  The Word always 

stands outside of the influence of circumstances.  Circumstances may limit our 

choices – that is reality.  
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(SHOW SLIDE 07) 6 – then we decide and act – on the basis of all the above – we act 

– we make a decision – and we do so with courage and assurance – we believe that 

God is with us and also goes before us – if we turn right God is there – if we turn left – 
God is there - so we act with boldness and decide with conviction.  God has given us 

minds with which to think – lets us them without timidity. God does not intend us to 

be paralysed or immobilized – rather to move forward – people of courage and 

convictions.  

But we ask -- what if it’s wrong – are we destined to live in some spiritual backwater – 

somehow on the garbage pile – not at all – if we have make a mistake – God can fix it.  
One of the marvelous acts of God is that he can take our mistakes and failures – and 

use them for his greater good and glory.   Story about us coming to Canada – 3 weeks 

married - we had $200 – a suitcase each – no job to come to – what if it didn’t work - 

my dad said – just swallow your pride and come home.  
Think about something in your life that seemed to be a mistake at the time – and as 

you look back you see how God used it.  He may have done that in your life more times 

than you know!  
 

So we can choose with courage – decide with backbone – and walk forward with faith 

– believing that God is in the decision we have made.  
 

Now we come back to the main flow of the text –  

 3  It is God's will -- that you should be sanctified: 

 God’s will is not primarily about direction – it is about character – holiness.  
Holiness is the reason and impulse for God’s calling us by his grace into this new life.   

This is why God had called you into his family.  The new life in Christ also means a new 

lifestyle.  
 

Ephesians 1:4 

For he chose us in him before the creation of the world to be holy and blameless in his 
sight. 

 

Ephesians 4:22-25 

22 to put off your old self, which is being corrupted by its deceitful desires; 
 23  to be made new in the attitude of your minds; 

 24  and to put on the new self, created to be like God in true righteousness and 

holiness. 
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Hebrews 12:14 

Without holiness, no one will see the Lord. 

 
Holiness is the goal of our redemption. Paul goes on to explain – your sanctification – 

which means our personal holiness – living the kind of life that pleases God – he will 

explain that in just a moment.  

 

Sadly today – even among some Christian leaders – it seems that charisma is more 

important than character – skill is more important than spirituality – success seems to 
be more important than sacredness.   

 

So God takes the stuff of our life – we will call it temperament – and instead of us 

being passive prisoners of who we are – helpless victims of our past – or a casualty of 
our circumstances – spiritual character is forged into holiness by these holy choices.  

 

(SHOW SLIDE 08) Spiritual character is forged by the holy choices we make when 
faced with life’s challenges – both in its opportunities and temptations.  

 

God calls for us to recognize and resist the spirit of the world in that form that the 
world-spirit takes in each and every generation.  Holiness is neither vague nor fuzzy – 

Paul makes it clear that it is specific and detailed.  

 

Paul gives three examples – sex –church relationships – work – and it is no surprise to 
us to see that these are also related to our generation.  We face these same challenges 

as we live in the last days.  They are the daily battleground in which we are challenged 

to live and see Christian character forged in us and holiness begin to take shape.  
 

Let me touch down on them briefly – realizing that each one really needs so much 

greater expansion.   They each call for us to make holy choices.  
 

(SHOW SLIDE 09) MAKING HOLY CHOICES ABOUT SEXUALITY.  

 

Paul says it is God’s will that we should be sanctified – he expands what he means by 
that – that you should avoid sexual immorality – then perhaps the most difficult 

phrase to understand in the letter – “that each of you should learn to control his own 

body”  There are major technical difficulties about how to translate the word “body.”   
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Without going there – I think we can get his point.  Greek cities were known for their 

immorality – and Paul calls us to avoid that lifestyle.   

 

He makes 2 fundamental and practical principles:  
1 – sex has a God-given context – namely heterosexual marriage. 

2 – Sex has a God-given style – holiness and honour.  

From our recent 10 Commandments series - When the children of Israel entered 

Canaan – they were commanded to cut down what were called the Asherah – crude 

sexual symbols – the reason for this was the expectation and the demand that this 

covenant nation was to have a different ethic regarding sexuality and marriage – in a 
foreign land they were to live as God’s people.  Our culture has its own Asherah today 

– sexual symbols have to be cut down to indicate that God’s people now live by a new 

standard –  

 
In a culture that has disconnected sexuality from intimacy – and has become lost in a 

quagmire of sexual meaninglessness -- Can the church be the one place – perhaps the 

only place - that can recover and exhibit the true joy of sexuality?  
 

Do we want our young girls to learn about fashion, sex and relationships from the 

latest escapades of today’s young Hollywood starlets?   
 

Do we want young couples in the church simply to live together before marriage 

because everyone else seems to do it? 

Do we simply follow the norms and statistics of our day - or do we have the courage to 
live by the Word?  

In our sexually polluted culture – does the church believe enough in the instructions 

from God through the Holy Spirit to recover and teach holy choices in the area of 
sexuality?   

 

Wendell Berry says – safe sex is a lie – sex was never designed to be safe.  Safe sex 
usually means protecting yourself from your partner – we need to ask – if you have to 

do that – how can that be the foundation for intimacy if you have to protect yourself 

from your partner?  How can we recover the sanctity of sexuality?  

 
In spite of popular opinion - the Bible and Christianity-– is anything but anti-sex or 

anti-physical.  Our faith begins in the incarnation – the word became flesh – we reject 
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a false dualism that separates spirit from body – that’s a whole sermon to understand 

the trap in dualism.  

 

We need to go back to the garden and ask God to breathe into every part of us – so 
that every part of us can become a living being.   

Can we recover the holy choice of fidelity?  

 

What must we do to raise the bar on the meaning of marriage as a covenant 

commitment – where we live naked and not ashamed in this intimate covenant?  

 
I say this with sensitivity – knowing that some of you have been through the pain of 

divorce.   

Staying together is where we make holy choices – staying faithful is where we say NO 

to every diversion – and YES to the one thing – the one person-  to whom we have 
committed our heart and our body.  

 

Marva Dawn – in one of her books - Talks about singles in the church. She asks - how 
much do we affirm their social sexuality by being affectionate with them without 

innuendo – complimenting their beauty with honor and respect, standing by them in 

tough times, and including them hospitably in family activities and feasts?   
 

What do we do to teach sexuality to our young people – prepare people for marriage – 

make holy choices about not living together before marriage and intruding too early 

into sacred territory – how can we increase our support for marriages – how can we 
welcome singles with authentic friendships? 

 

Our testimony will have little or no credibility if our lives seem little different from 
anyone else’s.  If the church does not – or cannot – teach or model sexual and moral 

righteousness today – who will?  

Can we make these brave holy choices that are required – that must be made- if we 
are to live like believers in these last days?  

 

(SHOW SLIDE 10) MAKING HOLY CHOICES AT CHURCH.  

 
The church must be the one place where men and women feel safe with one another – 

safe as brothers and sisters in Christ together in a community of faith.  
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Verse 9. Now about brotherly love we do not need to write to you, for you yourselves 

have been taught by God to love each other. 

 

We know what this says and means.   
It echoes the command of Jesus – that new command to love one another so that 

everyone will know that you are my disciples.   

It reminds us of the challenge of 1st John –  

16 This is how we know what love is: Jesus Christ laid down his life for us. And we 

ought to lay down our lives for our brothers. 

  
To do that is a holy choice.  None of us are perfect here - We can say words of gossip 

that tear down – or words that encourage and build up.  We can make a holy choice to 

shrug our shoulders or step up and be involved.  

 
Outwardly – holy choices are always about obedience - Inwardly – holy choices are 

always rooted in love –    

 
It seems that for many of us – the default mode in our lives is either selfishness or 

apathy – love is a choice – a holy choice.  

How will we choose to live towards one another at Central Baptist Church – that is a 
holy choice.  It is making a holy choice to live like believers?  
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 (SHOW SLIDE 11) MAKING HOLY CHOICES AT WORK.  

 

I recall some years ago casually mentioning in a conversation with someone the name 

of someone who went to our church – the person casually asked – how do you know 
them?  I replied – he goes to my church.  I will never forget his response – he said in an 

outburst – you’re kidding!  At work he’s lazy and a liar – I would love to get rid of him.  

 

That stabbed me – but more than that – Paul says that stabbed the body of Christ – 

that tore the fragile invisible fabric that gives shape to the church –  

(4:11-12) and to make it your ambition to lead a quiet life: You should mind your 
own business and work with your hands, just as we told you,  so that your daily 

life may win the respect of outsiders. 

 

The point cannot be missed – our integrity -- whether it is seen or not – the words we 
say or don’t say - the conversations we are involved in – the choices we make when it 

would be easier to gossip – honesty in financial affairs – how we relate to members of 

the opposite sex at work - how we give our time to our employer especially when we 
work largely on our own.   If we are the employer – how do we treat those who work 

for us. All of these and more are the places where we make daily holy choices.  

 
D. L. Moody – a famous evangelist like Billy Graham of a previous generation – 

character is what you are when no one is looking.  

The issue is not impressing people – but rather working before people in a way that 

ultimately brings respect not to us – but to the name of Christ and the reputation of 
His cause in the world.   I do not expect non-Christians to live like Christians – but I 

expect believers to live like a believer.  

 
What we are to pursue as the men and women of God – 1st Timothy:  

and pursue righteousness, godliness, faith, love, endurance and gentleness. 

 
This kind of character is forged and formed in us in the arena of holy choices.  Each 

day may be a battle – each day may be a fight – but the reward is a good name for us – 

but more than that – it is for the cause of Christ.  
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WORSHIP TEAM UP/PEOPLE STAND 

 

I said at the beginning that God’s will was not primary about seeking direction – rather 

it related primarily to character.  One last thought that might bring these two ideas 
closer – the more these holy choices deepen our lives – they more they form spiritual 

character within us – the more they move us forward in this process of transformation 

– they more they etch holiness into us – perhaps – just perhaps – the easier we will 

begin to find the process of seeking direction and spiritual decision-making.   

 

If you are facing and working through a decision in your life - as a prerequisite to how 
you might make godly choices – we might go a long way if we looked deeply at those 

areas of character – and ask – how are we doing in making holy choices.  Here’s a 

verse that many of you will know --  

 
Romans  12 

 1. Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God's mercy, to offer your bodies as living 

sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God-- this is your spiritual act of worship. 
 2  Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the 

renewing of your mind.  

 
We often stop there – but you have to finish the verse –  

 

Then you will be able to test and approve what God's will is-- his good, pleasing and 

perfect will. 


